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Abstract
We propose an unsupervised system for a variant of cross-lingual lexical substitution (CLLS) to be used in a reading scenario in
computer-assisted language learning (CALL), in which single-word translations provided by a dictionary are ranked according to their
appropriateness in context. In contrast to most alternative systems, ours does not rely on either parallel corpora or machine translation
systems, making it suitable for low-resource languages as the language to be learned. This is achieved by a graph-based scoring
mechanism which can deal with ambiguous translations of context words provided by a dictionary. Due to this decoupling from the
source language, we need monolingual corpus resources only for the target language, i.e. the language of the translation candidates. We
evaluate our approach for the language pair Norwegian Nynorsk–English on an exploratory manually annotated gold standard and report
promising results. When running our system on the original SemEval CLLS task, we rank 6th out of 18 (including 2 baselines and our 2
system variants) in the best evaluation.
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1. Introduction

Over the last few years, online learning platforms for for-
eign languages have emerged to complement and some-
times even replace classroom-based courses. These plat-
forms are particularly important for those languages which
are not offered at local language schools.
One technique suitable for self-study CALL applications is
Intensive Reading, where you try to gain a deep understand-
ing of a small amount of text with the help of a dictionary.
Yet dictionary usage itself poses a challenge to (at least be-
ginning) language learners: if a word has several transla-
tions with different meanings, how does one know which is
the right one in a particular context? A desirable feature of
a CALL application for Intensive Reading would thus be a
ranking mechanism that ranks the translations of a certain
word depending on its context.
In the general case, one way to address this problem is to
make use of the advances in cross-lingual lexical substi-
tution (Sinha et al., 2009): When given a word with its
context in language A, the task is to substitute the word
with one or more words from language B that are good
translations in that particular context. This task is rather
resource-intensive: most system variants that took part in
the SemEval-2010 Cross-Lingual Lexical Substitution Task
use some sort of parallel corpora or a machine translation
system (McCarthy et al., 2013). For low-resource lan-
guages, aligned parallel corpora or off-the-shelf machine
translation programs are often not of comparable size and
quality to the language pair Spanish–English used in that
task, if such resources are available at all.
A common choice for the parallel corpus used in the CLLS
systems is the sentence-aligned Europarl corpus for the lan-
guage pair English–Spanish. Releases of comparable size
are available for 9 additional languages (Koehn, 2005). In-
cidentally, most of these languages are already commonly
offered in language schools and online learning platforms.

The releases for the languages of the newer EU members
are naturally much smaller in size. For machine transla-
tion, only three (English, French, Spanish) out of 30 Euro-
pean languages are reported to have better than fragmentary
support (Ananiadou et al., 2012). Of course, many more
languages in the world are of potential interest to learners.
For many of those languages, the availability and quality
of language resources relevant to this task are likely to be
worse.
We propose a system which tackles both the problem of
limited availability of parallel corpora and quality of dic-
tionary output, by disambiguating all possible translations
for a word given all possible translations for surrounding
context words. For the translations, we rely on a dictionary,
which is needed for the learning platform anyway. To do
so, we use the PageRank algorithm to rank potential trans-
lations of a given word according to how well they are con-
nected to possible translations of words from the context of
the given word in an undirected graph. The main intuition
is that good translations have stronger links into the context
than translations that do not fit the context.
Take for example the word disk in American English. Be-
sides the general meaning, it can also refer to more specific
objects, such as a diskette or a spinal disk, which might re-
quire a translation unrelated to the general meaning of disk
in other languages. If this word is embedded in a context
featuring computer, insert and drive, then the translation of
disk meaning diskette will co-occur with some translations
of each context word in a corpus in the target language. The
translation of spinal disk might also co-occur with some of
these translations, but probably to a lesser degree, i.e. it
will have fewer edges in the disambiguation graph, and the
edges will have smaller weights.
Note that our task is slightly different from the original
CLLS task: While in CLLS, systems have to propose good
translations, in our setting the task is to rank a pool of given
translations (those proposed by a potentially noisy dictio-
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nary).
As an example for a low-resource language, we chose Nor-
wegian Nynorsk. Nynorsk is one of two official standard
variants of Norwegian, but is used by only about 10% of
the population in Norway, or around 500,000 people. For
the evaluation of our system on the language pair Nynorsk-
English, we introduce a new gold standard corpus. Our re-
sults show an improvement of 26.5% compared to a random
baseline and 14.2% compared to an informed baseline for
finding a single good translation.
Additionally, we also evaluate our method on the SemEval-
2010 data, showing that we can reach results that are com-
petitive with systems that make use of a much richer basis
of resources, such as parallel corpora.
After this introduction, we will, in the remainder of the pa-
per, present an overview of related work in the field of lex-
ical substitution in Section 2. We next describe our corpus
collection and annotation in Section 3, and present the gen-
eral idea of our system in Section 4. We present and discuss
our results in Section 5, before evaluating our system on the
original SemEval-2010 task in Section 6 and concluding in
Section 7.

2. Related Work
Most of the proposed systems for cross-lingual lexical
substitution were presented for the SemEval-2010 Cross-
Lingual Lexical Substitution Task (Mihalcea et al., 2010).
Out of the 15 system variants that took part in the task, 11
use parallel corpora in of way or the other. A parallel cor-
pus is also used in a more recent contribution by Apidianaki
(2011).
Systems for SemEval-2010 not using parallel corpora
do lexical substitution on either the source language
side (TYO, SWAT-E) or in the target language (SWAT-
S, UBA-T) assuming an unambiguously translated context
sentence (Mihalcea et al., 2010; Wicentowski et al., 2010;
Basile and Semeraro, 2010). Also, two more recent con-
tributions (Sinha, 2013; Zahran et al., 2015) use a ma-
chine translation system to translate the context sentence
before applying their method of contextual disambiguation
between substitution candidates.
Systems using parallel corpora are not suitable for most
low-resource languages, as the availability of such re-
sources cannot be assumed. For our language pair
Nynorsk–English we do not have access to a suitable par-
allel corpus. Systems using off-the-shelf machine transla-
tion systems could be considered when the language pair in
question is available. However, not all available language
pairs work as well as English–Spanish. While Norwegian–
English is available on Google Translate, the service does
not distinguish between Norwegian Nynorsk and Norwe-
gian Bokmål. A manual tryout revealed that it does not
work so well with Nynorsk; many words are left untrans-
lated. Consequently, none of the described systems is di-
rectly applicable to our task.
Cross-Lingual Lexical Substitution could also be viewed as
word sense disambiguation with translations as the sense
descriptors. FCC-LS (Vilarino et al., 2010), for example,
makes use of cross-lingual WSD as a first step for lexical
substitution, Apidianaki (2011) does word sense induction

Noun Verb Adj All

Lemmas 8 7 5 20
Contexts 40 35 25 100
Raters/context 2.60 2.40 2.3 2.47
Translations/lemma 6.25 8.71 12.2 8.60

Table 1: Corpus overview

on a parallel corpus. Mihalcea (2005) proposes an unsuper-
vised graph-based algorithm for WSD, which we hypothe-
size would also work with simple lemmas instead of a pre-
defined sense inventory, and would therefore be suitable for
both monolingual and cross-lingual lexical substitution.

3. Data and Annotation
Since we want to test the performance of our system specif-
ically for low-resource languages, no suitable evaluation
data could be obtained from any standard tasks. Therefore,
we constructed a small evaluation corpus containing 20 am-
biguous lemmas selected from a set of high- and medium-
frequency words in Norwegian Nynorsk, in the style of
the English lexical substitution task (McCarthy and Nav-
igli, 2009). For each lemma, five different context snippets
were selected in part from the Norsk Ordbok’s Nynorsk cor-
pus (Norsk Ordbok 2014, 2012) and in part from the web,
in both cases mainly extracts of online newspaper articles.
The only constraint for the selection was that at least two
different meanings of the lemma had to be contained among
the five text snippets, so that non-synonymous translations
provided by our dictionary (see Section 3.1) would also get
evaluated. In sum, the evaluation corpus contains 100 test
instances (i.e. lemma-context pairs), in which there are 40
nouns, 35 verbs and 25 adjectives. For each lemma, all dic-
tionary translations into English were collected, leading to
172 lemma-translation pairs and 860 individual triples of
lemma, translation and text context. A breakdown of the
corpus statistics by word-class is shown in Table 1.
In an online crowd-sourcing annotation setup, we addressed
both intermediate to advanced learners of Norwegian and
native Scandinavian speakers for their rating of the quality
of translations. All annotators indicated a good to excel-
lent command of English. The continental Scandinavian
languages are part of the same dialect continuum and mu-
tually comprehensible at least in their written form (Mau-
rud, 1976), so we also consider non-Norwegian Scandi-
navians to be good annotators. Annotators were shown
a Nynorsk word in its lemmatized form together with the
part-of-speech tag, the corresponding text snippet contain-
ing the word in its full form, and all English translations of
the lemma, and were asked to rate each translation with one
of the following labels: “good”, “acceptable” or “wrong”.
Annotators could also indicate whether they did not un-
derstand the suggested translation and were asked not to
look up unknown words. They were also able to skip ques-
tions if they did not understand the text in Nynorsk. We
were mainly interested in how well the provided transla-
tions facilitate comprehension rather than their accuracy
in an actual translation setting, so we suggested imagin-
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dune blanket eiderdown

Annotator 1 wrong good good
(Scandinavian) (0) (1) (1)
Annotator 2 wrong good acceptable
(Scandinavian) (0) (1) (0.5)
Annotator 3 wrong acceptable acceptable
(non-Scandinavian) (0) (0.5) (0.5)

gold-scan rating 0 1.0 0.75
gold-all rating 0 0.9 0.70

Table 2: Example of gold standard construction from rat-
ings.

ing a language-learning scenario when in doubt. Using this
setup, we collected 247 annotations for individual Nynorsk
words in context (i.e. 2.47 annotators responded per test in-
stance) corresponding to 1927 ratings (2100 including un-
known translations) of word-translation pairs from 7 dif-
ferent annotators (2 Norwegians, 2 other Scandinavians, 3
non-Scandinavians).
For the construction of gold standard ratings, we assigned
confidence values per label: good = 1.0, acceptable = 0.5
and wrong = 0.0. These values were averaged per word-
translation pair over all relevant annotators to obtain the fi-
nal confidence score for a translation. From this data, we
construct two different gold standards: The gold-scan data
contains only ratings by Scandinavian native speakers in
order to ensure that the annotators had a near perfect under-
standing of the Nynorsk text snippet. This setup got us at
least one annotation for each item and at least a double an-
notation for 30%. The gold-all data contains all ratings, in-
cluding those by language learners in order to consider the
learner’s view as well, especially with regard to the pref-
erence and comprehension of near-synonyms in English.
In gold-all, the ratings of Scandinavians are given twice
the weight of learners in order to resolve tie situations in
favor of native speaker intuition. Including learners’ rat-
ings raises the proportion of double annotations (or more)
to 85%.
As a simplified example, in the context Mannen tidleg i 20-
åra hadde pakka seg godt inn og lagt seg til rette med dyne
og pute på sofaen til Eli1, the following translations for the
noun dyne should be rated: dune, blanket, eiderdown. Ta-
ble 2 shows an example of gold standard ratings obtained
by taking the weighted average of annotator ratings using
our two different strategies.
Since each annotator rated only a random sample of the cor-
pus and could manually skip questions, we report the inter-
rater agreement on a 20% subset of the evaluation corpus
containing all lemmas once. This subset has been selected
such that it contains the largest number of items that all
have been annotated by the same set of four annotators (1
Norwegian, 2 other Scandinavians, 1 learner). The average
pair-wise Cohen’s weighted kappa for those three Scandi-
navians is 0.41; including the learner, it is 0.43. Thus there

1http://www.nrk.no/sognogfjordane/
fann-ubeden-gjest-pa-sofaen-1.64529

Annotators Noun Verb Adjective All

Norwegian–Dane 0.74 0.39 0.32 0.49
Norwegian–Swede 0.58 0.30 0.35 0.44
Norwegian–Italian 0.52 0.45 0.59 0.53
Dane–Swede 0.49 0.25 0.22 0.32
Italian–Swede 0.44 0.42 0.21 0.38
Italian–Dane 0.43 0.54 0.28 0.42

Table 3: Inter-rater agreement for selected annotators using
Cohen’s weighted κ

is moderate agreement between the annotators according to
Landis and Koch (1977). As weights we used the numerical
difference of the ratings. A breakdown by word classes and
individual pairings is presented in Table 3. Nouns show bet-
ter agreement than verbs and adjectives, most prominently
for the pairing of the Norwegian and the Dane, which is the
only pairing that shows substantial agreement at least for
one word class.

3.1. Dictionary Statistics
Since we did not have access to a dictionary for Nynorsk–
English with reasonable coverage, we had to induce one
using a semi-automatic pipeline. This induced dictionary is
used both for the gold standard and our system. We trans-
late the lemmas first between the two Norwegian variants
Nynorsk and Bokmål using the morphologically tagged
dictionary that comes with the rule-based machine trans-
lation system Apertium (Unhammer and Trosterud, 2009),
and then use a combination of glosbe.com and transla-
tions extracted from BabelNet 2.5 (Navigli and Ponzetto,
2012) for the step from Bokmål to English. For our dataset,
the dictionary suggested on average 8.6 translations per
lemma, 6.25 for nouns, 8.71 for verbs and 12.2 for adjec-
tives.
An induced dictionary from open resources is probably of
lower quality than an editorially compiled dictionary, which
we do not have at our disposal. To check the dictionary cov-
erage for our dataset, we used a monolingual defining dic-
tionary for Nynorsk2 and counted the number of meanings
covered by at least one translation in our induced dictio-
nary. Macro-averaged over all 20 lemmas, we get a cover-
age of 78.3%. Adjectives have the best coverage with 93%,
followed by nouns with 77.7% and verbs with 57.8%.
Compared to an editorially compiled dictionary targeted at
immigrants in Norway (LEXIN3), we see a big difference
in terms of synonym selection. For the 20 lemmas, in sum
our dictionary suggests 172 translations, and LEXIN sug-
gests 84 translations, but only 43 translations are contained
in both dictionaries. On the other hand, over 75% (macro-
averaged over all Nynorsk lemmas) of the translations sug-
gested by LEXIN are covered by either the same word or a
synonym in our dictionary.

3.2. Corpus Analysis
The difficulty of finding the right translation in context is
in part dependent on how ambiguous the word in question

2http://www.nynorskordboka.uio.no
3http://lexin.udir.no
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Rating Noun Verb Adj All

good 21.8 14.4 15.5 17.1
acceptable 16.5 15.6 19.7 17.2
wrong 55.1 59.2 57.6 57.4
unknown translation 6.5 10.6 7.2 8.2

Table 4: Rating distribution over all 2100 rated lemma-
translation pairs.

is. We have already reported the average number of trans-
lations in the previous section and will now have a look at
the quality of these translations for our contexts.
The majority of translation candidates were rated as wrong
in the given contexts, as shown in Table 4: On average
57.4% were deemed unsuitable for the given context, and
8.2% of the suggested translations were unknown to the an-
notator, leaving 34.4% that were at least acceptable. This
provides another reason why post-processing of dictionary
translations via CLLS is desirable.
When we look at all pairings of annotators,


good acceptable wrong unknown

good 162 175 166 40
acceptable 98 315 34
wrong 809 219
unknown 13


we see that they have chosen the exact same rating in 1082
out of 2031 cases. In 166 cases we see a contradictory rat-
ing – one annotator chose “good”, the other “wrong”. For
16 triples of word, translation and text context, the diver-
gent rating seems to be a clear outlier compared to 3–4
consistent ratings of other annotators. These are respon-
sible for 49 of these 166 cases of contradictory annotator
pairings.

4. Method
Inspired by the results of Mihalcea (2005), we designed
our system around a graph-based algorithm using undi-
rected PageRank as the graph centrality algorithm. Page-
Rank rates a node based on the ratings of connected nodes
and the strength of the connection, which is approximated
by the similarity between the words the two nodes repre-
sent. Starting from an uniform distribution of node weights,
the rating process is iterated until scores converge. In do-
ing so, better translations of both the target and the context
words will in the optimal case be more densely connected
and also have higher edge weights than translations inap-
propriate for the given text, leading to higher node weights
for these words.
The workflow of our system is illustrated in Figure 1. To
construct the graph, the text in Nynorsk first gets anno-
tated with lemmas and PoS tags using the Oslo-Bergen tag-
ger (Hagen et al., 2000), and each lemma is associated with
all possible translation candidates from our dictionary. In
the second step, all non-content words are filtered out, i.e.
we consider only nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs both
as target words and context words. Then we span a con-
text window around the target word and add all the English

linguistic
processing

dictionary
lookups

user
selects token

content
word?

show saved
translations

construct
disambiguation

graph

calculate word
similarities

run PageRank

show ranked
translations

no

yes

Figure 1: Workflow of the CLLS system

eiderdown

put law

couch

place dish

dune

cushion sofa

lay down right

blanket

pillow

settee

leggje rett pute sofadyne
wn-2 wn-1 wn wn+1 wn+2

0.75

0.24

0.01

Figure 2: Disambiguation graph for the word dyne

translation candidates of the words inside the context win-
dow to a graph while remembering their relative position
in the context window. In the graph, nodes are connected
by undirected edges only when their relative position in
the context window is within a certain range. As the edge
weight, a similarity measure between two words is used.
In Section 5, we will look at three possible implementa-
tions for this measure. When the score obtained is zero,
the edge is removed. In the final graph, some nodes might
become unreachable. Finally, after running the PageRank
algorithm, the node scores of the translation candidates of
the target word are transformed into a ranking, which is the
final result.
Let us revisit our previous Nynorsk example sentence for
the word dyne (relevant context words are underlined):
Mannen tidleg i 20-åra hadde pakka seg godt inn og lagt
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gold-scan gold-all
Algorithm Best Best 3 Mode 3 ρ Best Best 3 Mode 3 ρ

Upper Bound 85.4 54.9 98.0 0.97‡ 85.5 56.4 100.0 1.00

Random Baseline 31.1 30.5 64.0 0.00 31.5 31.9 58.0 0.00
Frequency Baseline 38.3 38.9 76.0 0.24 39.2 40.0 70.0 0.24
Dictionary 52.8 38.2 74.0 0.33 54.5 38.9 65.0 0.35

PageRank Lesk 37.3 36.8 72.0 0.23 39.1 38.1 68.0 0.23
PageRank Co-occurrence 43.3 38.4 75.0 0.24 44.1 39.7 71.0 0.25
PageRank PMI 45.5 37.8 75.0 0.24 45.8 39.5 70.0 0.26

‡One instance of each word class had no ranking in the gold standard (either all good or all bad) and was therefore given a score of
0.0 as a fallback

Table 5: Average results on the respective gold standards. Scores for best, best 3, and mode 3 are in percent notation.

seg til rette med dyne og pute på sofaen til Eli. Figure 2
exemplifies how the word dyne together with its context is
transformed into a graph. We can see that the most ap-
propriate translation is ranked highest because of the better
contextual support.

5. Evaluation
In order to compare with the results obtained by naı̈vely
using the same approach for computing the similarity mea-
sure for our CLLS task as Mihalcea (2005) did for WSD,
we included a version of our system with a modified Lesk
on glosses in the English Wiktionary as the similarity mea-
sure PageRank Lesk. Since Sinha and Mihalcea (2007)
report improvements when incorporating other similarity
measures, we use two additional approaches for our sys-
tem: the similarity measure for PageRank Co-occurrence
is based on co-occurrence statistics of PoS tagged lemmas
in the Annotated English Gigaword corpus (Napoles et al.,
2012); for PageRank PMI it is based on pointwise mutual
information obtained from the same corpus.
The system has been tested using different parameter set-
tings, both for the number of context words included in the
graph and for the window size for co-occurrences. Here
we only report the best of each class. For systems with
corpus-based similarity measures, we have chosen a rela-
tively big context window (up to 12 context words to the
left and right of the target) for the selection of words to in-
clude in the disambiguation graph. For the edges between
nodes, a small distance performs better, so we have chosen
to connect each node with all the nodes within a distance of
up to two positions in the context window. This value for
the positional distance is also used as the window size for
the construction of the models from the corpus. Lesk has
different constraints on the context window size and the po-
sitional distance between connected nodes; however, using
the same as with the corpus-based measures would result in
too sparse a graph. Instead, we report on the setup giving
the best results for this measure.

5.1. Evaluation Measures
Analogous to the Sem-Eval CLLS task (Sinha et al., 2009)
we use best and mode as evaluation measures, but add

Spearman’s rho as our task differs from CLLS by the fact
that we rank a fixed set of possible translations instead of
proposing translations from scratch. We shall also define
our measures in a more fine-grained way. Instead of calling
them best and mode, we thus report best, best 3 and mode
3. As best we report the average over the gold standard rat-
ing for the highest-ranking system output for all Nynorsk
words. Best 3 computes for each word the average of the
top 3 system outputs, instead of just the best one. Mode
3 evaluates the percentage of words for which the system’s
top three translations contained the best gold standard trans-
lation, simulating that a language learner will probably not
read all possible translations but rather stop after reading
the first three.

5.2. Baselines and Upper Bound
We compare our system to two baselines: a random base-
line, where all translations are assigned the same confi-
dence and therefore are ranked randomly, and a frequency
baseline, where the translations are ranked according to
their lemma frequency in the Annotated English Gigaword
corpus (Napoles et al., 2012). We also report the results us-
ing the output order of an editorially compiled dictionary.
As described in Section 3.1, only a small subset of possi-
ble translations is actually contained in both the editorially
compiled dictionary and in the dictionary used for the gold
standard. Because of this data mismatch, we do not con-
sider it a proper baseline.
The upper bound reported in the tables describes the value
that would be obtained if the algorithm ranked exactly like
the gold standard.

5.3. Results
Table 5 shows the results for each of our gold standards.
We can see that our methods are not only able to beat the
random baseline, but also the frequency-based baseline in
terms of best and Spearman. For these metrics, the per-
formance of using the output order of an editorially com-
piled dictionary cannot be achieved by our systems, though.
Comparing our different system configurations, both co-
occurrence and PMI-based similarity measures clearly out-
perform Lesk with an advantage for PMI on the overall rank
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Word Class Best Best 3 Mode 3 ρ

Noun 7.7 23.8 25.00 19.4
Verb 36.1 27.7 23.5 24.0
Adjective 39.6 41.0 38.5 40.9
All 26.5 31.2 28.6 26.4

Noun 5.9 2.6 -12.5 0.3
Verb 13.8 -19.6 -8.3 -1.3
Adjective 28.2 8.5 20.0 16.2
All 14.2 -3.0 0.0 3.4

Noun -24.2 -29.5 0.0 -23.9
Verb -35.0 11.0 18.8 -15.3
Adjective -27.3 16.2 20.0 6.3
All -28.2 3.4 14.3 -13.5

Table 6: Error reduction in % using PageRank PMI com-
pared to the random baseline (top), frequency baseline
(middle) and dictionary (bottom) on gold-all.

correlation.
Table 6 shows the result for our PMI-based scorer parti-
tioned by word class. For the sake of better comparability,
we report the relative reduction of error compared to our
baselines ( score−baseline

upper bound−baseline ) instead of absolute values.
Compared to the random baseline, we improve by between
26 and 30% depending on the used measure. We see that
nouns are harder to improve than verbs and adjectives for
the best metric, which we speculate is due to an on-average
lower number of translations leading to a higher baseline.
This is confirmed by the comparison with the frequency
baseline, where nouns actually improve more than verbs.
Here we can also see that verbs are mainly responsible for
not beating the frequency baseline for best 3.

6. Comparison with Related Work
In order to be able to compare our system to the state-of-
the-art described in the literature, we have also evaluated
it on the dataset of the CLLS task of SemEval-2010 (Mi-
halcea et al., 2010). While the participants in the original
task could draw on all available resources for the two well-
resourced languages English and Spanish, we reach com-
petitive results even with our low-resource approach.
For the translation from English to Spanish we use a parsed
version of the English Wiktionary with JWKTL (Zesch et
al., 2008). In order to evaluate with improved dictionary
coverage, we evaluate a second system with a combined
dictionary of Wiktionary and the data from the dictionary
baseline shipped with the task evaluation data, ignoring all
ranking information that came with it. We will refer to these
systems as PageRank-W and PageRank-X respectively.
As the similarity measure for the edge weights, we use sim-
ple co-occurrences based on the Spanish part of the anno-
tated Wikicorpus (Reese et al., 2010), of less than 120 mil-
lion tokens in size. In contrast to the Nynorsk dataset, the
Sem-Eval dataset consists of only one context sentence per
test instance, which means we cannot make use of a large
context window. Therefore we choose a window size of
6, which also worked comparatively well on the Nynorsk

dataset. For the edges between nodes, we keep the node
distance the same as with the evaluation on the Nynorsk
dataset and connect nodes not more than two positions apart
in the context window.
The task is different than our original evaluation in that we
need to select the output translations instead of returning all
translation candidates in the right order. For the best eval-
uation, we only return the top-ranked translation candidate
whenever possible. When there is no unique best, we return
up to 3 translation candidates with the same internal score.
For the oot evaluation, we return the translation candidates
on rank 1 to 10. If there are less than 10 candidates, we
fill the rest of the slots with duplicates of the top ranked
candidate.

6.1. Evaluation Measures
The SemEval CLLS task (Mihalcea et al., 2010) defines
two evaluation measures: best and oot (out of ten), both
accompanied by a mode score. The gold standard for each
test instance is a multiset of translations suggested by an-
notators. The mode denotes the translation with the high-
est occurrence in this multiset. The score of a translation
provided by the system is the share of occurrences of this
translation in the multiset.
For best, the sum of the scores for each system translation is
divided by the number of system responses, the accompa-
nying mode score is the percentage of test instances where
the mode was placed at rank 1 by the system. For oot, the
scores of up to ten system responses are added and dupli-
cates are allowed. The respective mode score is the per-
centage of test instances where the mode could be found
among the ten system responses. Details can be found in
the SemEval task paper.

6.2. Baselines and Upper Bound
The baselines use translations from an online English–
Spanish dictionary4. DICT takes the first 10 translations
provided by the online interface of the dictionary for the
oot metric and the first translation for the best metric. For
DICTCORP, all translations were retrieved and ranked ac-
cording to their frequency in a corpus obtained from the
Spanish Wikipedia. For the two scoring metrics, the first or
up to ten translations, respectively, are considered (Mihal-
cea et al., 2010).
The upper bound for best is reported to be 40.57, for oot
405.78 (Mihalcea et al., 2010).

6.3. Results
Tables 7 and 8 show the results for the evaluation on the
SemEval dataset. Our original system (PageRank-W) ends
up slightly below the ranked dictionary baseline and about
10 percent points behind the top scorer for the best mode
metric. For the oot mode metric we see the same, yet here
we are ahead of all other systems when considering the
oot score. However, the evaluation output shows duplicates
for 920 out of 1000 test instances, which means oot mode
mostly judged our dictionary, not our system.
With the extended dictionary (PageRank-X), on the other
hand, we are outperformed by only one competitor of the

4http://spanishdict.com
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System R P Mode R Mode P

1. USPwlv 26.81 26.81 58.85 58.85
2. UBA-T 27.15 27.15 57.29 57.20
3. ColSlm 25.99 27.99 56.24 59.16
4. WLVusp 25.27 25.27 52.81 52.81
5. † DICT 24.34 24.34 50.34 50.34
6. PageRank-W 23.14 23.61 48.15 49.30
7. SWAT-E 21.46 21.46 43.21 43.21
. . .
14. PageRank-X 17.40 17.40 34.71 34.71
15. IRST-1 15.38 22.16 33.47 40.04
16. † DICTCORP 15.09 15.09 29.22 29.22
. . .

Table 7: best recall (R) and precision (P) for a selection
of systems ranked after mode R. The baselines are marked
with †, our own systems are in bold.

System oot R oot P Mode R Mode P

1. UBA-W 52.75 52.75 83.54 83.54
2. PageRank-X 102.61 102.61 82.44 82.44
3. UBA-T 47.99 47.99 81.07 81.07
4. USPwlv 47.60 47.60 79.84 79.84
. . .
7. UvT-g 55.29 55.19 73.94 73.94
8. † DICT 44.04 44.04 73.53 73.53
9. PageRank-W 204.33 208.50 72.84 74.58
10. † DICTCORP 42.65 42.65 71.60 71.60
11. ColEur 41.72 44.77 67.35 71.47
12. SWAT-E 174.59 174.59 66.94 66.94
. . .

Table 8: oot recall (R) and precision (P) for a selection
of systems ranked after mode R. The baselines are marked
with †, our own systems are in bold.

original task for oot and its mode, respectively. For oot
mode we are only about one percentage point behind. How-
ever, extending the dictionary is detrimental for the best
evaluation as there are more possible translation candidates
to rank, but we still outperform the frequency baseline.
In order to determine the respective influence of dictionary
and ranking system, we compare our system to a random
order of the dictionary translations, using two different dic-
tionaries (see Table 9). After the ranking is determined, the
selection of the output is the same for the random order as
for our system. One dictionary is the Wiktionary-based one
used for PageRank-W. The other one we constructed from
the gold standard for this task. For each lemma we col-
lected the union of all annotator responses irrespective of
the context and used them as the unranked dictionary out-
put. This way we can be sure the mode is actually among
the translation candidates. The gold standard translations
are normalized, i.e. they lack all diacritics, so we automati-
cally inflate them to make sure the lemma in its correct form
is among the translation candidates. This adds some addi-

System Best Mode oot Mode Mode 3

PageRank-W 23.14 48.15 204.33 72.84 69.41
Random-W 16.62 34.43 168.55 72.29 60.61

PageRank-G 10.13 14.95 70.88 83.26 41.98
Random-G 5.55 6.45 54.58 58.57 21.81

Table 9: best (left), oot (middle), and mode 3 (right) recall
for different dictionaries (W for Wiktionary, G for gold-
dictionary) for our system and a random order of dictionary
entries.

tional noise for our system, but will not influence the ran-
dom order. Note that we still need to use our Wiktionary-
based dictionary for all context words not covered by the
dictionary-based on the gold standard.
Our system improves significantly over the random order
of either dictionary. The exception is the oot mode score
for the Wiktionary dictionary, which is limited by the num-
ber of provided translation candidates. Overall, using a
bigger dictionary to increase coverage works better for the
oot metric, while a more restricted dictionary focusing on
prominent translations works better for the best metric.

7. Discussion and Conclusion
The evaluations on our own dataset and on the CLLS task
show a similar picture. An editorially compiled ranked dic-
tionary is hard to beat, but when only dictionaries without
reliable ranking information are available, a graph-based
approach makes it possible to obtain similar results both
for high-resource and low-resource languages. When our
system can rely on a dictionary of reasonable quality, only
few other systems get better results even for high-resource
languages. We have shown that for low-resource languages,
cross-lingual lexical substitution can also give an advantage
over a context-free ranking using lemma frequency, despite
the lack of resources typically used by other CLLS systems.
While the evaluation results from Section 5 are not directly
comparable to other results found in the literature, we will
try to set them at least in perspective. In a comparison of al-
gorithms for graded word sense disambiguation, Friedrich
et al. (2012) report a ρ of 0.210 on the WSsim-1 test set
for a reimplementation of the PageRank-based system pre-
sented by Sinha and Mihalcea (2007) with extended Lesk as
the similarity measure. Our results are slightly higher, but
our Lesk-based variant is quite close to the aforementioned.
In order to be able to set our results in relation to the results
obtained for the Sem-Eval 2010 CLLS task on the language
pair English–Spanish, we calculate the error reduction for
listed systems using their reported baselines and obtainable
best for the best measure. We obtained an improvement of
26.5% and 14.2% compared to our random and frequency
baseline, respectively. Compared to a frequency baseline,
all but one system attending the CLLS task could improve
between 14.8% and 49.1%. Compared to a ranked dictio-
nary baseline, however, only four systems could improve
between 5.7% and 20.0%.
In a post-hoc analysis, we constructed our own ranked dic-
tionary baseline, but cannot even come close to it in the
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best measure. On the other hand, we see an improvement
of 14.3% compared to this dictionary for mode 3, which,
however, we cannot directly compare to the Sem-Eval sys-
tems. Testing our system directly on the Sem-Eval dataset,
we see a similar picture. We are clearly ahead of the fre-
quency baseline, but cannot outperform the ranked dictio-
nary baseline, although we are close. When we increase
the number of translation candidates provided by our dic-
tionary, our system falls further behind, much like on the
Nynorsk dataset, where we also combined several lexical
resources. Yet the filtering capabilities of our system for
finding the top 10 translation candidates work especially
well with an expanded dictionary.
A comparison with results obtained with an unrealistic
gold-dictionary, i.e. a dictionary artificially constructed for
100% coverage on the gold standard, reveals that the selec-
tion of translation candidates indeed has a substantial effect
on the result. For all metrics but oot mode, even a random
ranking of the more restrictive dictionary gives better re-
sults than our system output on this gold-dictionary. We
must assume that the gold-dictionary behaves more like a
dictionary induced from a parallel corpus than a typical
context-free dictionary. It is likely to include translation
pairs that would normally not be considered translations of
each other, for example when a word is used as part of a
multiword expression in one of the context sentences. Such
translation candidates would be distractors for other con-
texts, as they could very well be the best translation in con-
text for a different word in the source language. At the scor-
ing step, the information about the word used in the source
language cannot be used in our approach, as we do not have
any linking information besides the dictionary, hence the
need for a rather selective approach to candidate collection.
To conclude, we built a gold standard with 100 annotated
instances for the language pair Nynorsk–English. Our re-
sults on this gold standard indicate that the chosen approach
is feasible even for low-resource languages. For verbs,
however, the system does not perform as well as a naı̈ve
frequency baseline, except on the best metric. In future
work we will further inspect the data to find out why this
is the case. We have also shown that this approach can be
generalized to other language pairs and that we get com-
petitive results comparable to systems with higher resource
demands. We get close to a ranked dictionary baseline, and
the gap to the best systems is not very large. The selection
of the dictionary has a big influence on the result, however,
which suggests that the candidate collection process needs
to get a stronger focus in future work. Our results reveal
that the open lexical resources we used work fairly well in
that regard.
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